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Jolley Elected Governor
By: Jim Chapman
On Friday morning, the citizens of Boys’ State voted to “be happy,” electing Federalist nominee Evan Jolley to the governorship. Jolley, facing Nationalist nominee Carter Wenburg, received a strong showing of support from both sides of the aisle, resulting
in his landslide victory.
Yet, little over a week ago, Jolley had no idea that he would be inaugurated as the new governor of Boys’ State at this Saturday’s
Closing Ceremonies. In fact, he wasn’t even planning on entering the gubernatorial race.
Following in his older brother’s footsteps as a Boys’ Stater, Jolley’s main goal was “to develop as a man and a public servant”
during his time at Boys’ State. Jolley knew that he wanted to return to Omaha’s Millard North High School this fall with a fresh
commitment to service and leadership, as his brother had done before him.
And from the moment of his arrival at Boys’ State, Jolley pushed himself to get involved. He campaigned for and became the
mayor of his hometown of Belleau Wood, and, as he puts it, “everything just happened from there.”
Throughout his gubernatorial campaign, Jolley closely embraced the Federalist Party platform, differentiating himself from
Wenburg by emphasizing his hesitance to allow recreational use of marijuana, even under heavy regulation, on the grounds that the
“negative effects in places such as Denver appear to far outweigh the positives.” Jolley also stood firmly on his pro-life values, openly opposing both abortion and the death penalty.
Jolley’s well-informed policies, smooth composure, and, of course, his charming pair of horn-rimmed spectacles appealed to
voters, carrying him to a landslide triumph in Friday morning’s gubernatorial general election.
“Just keep an open mind,” Jolley advised, when asked what advice he would offer to next year’s class of Boys’ Staters. “No matter where you come from, you will experience a lot more than expected at Boys’ State.”
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The Electoral College
By: Dominic Smith (Belleau Wood)
The state of the electoral is one of unfairness. It is unfair
for a democracy. The popular vote favored Hillary Clinton in
the last election. However, America is a representative democracy. The reason of the electoral college was one of keeping
smaller states in the fold when it comes to the vote. It made
smaller states relevant in elections. So, restating from earlier,
if America was a true democracy, it should not exist. However, the nation is a representative democracy. It will continue to
exist for a long time.

Legislature Update
By: Malcolm Durfee (Yorktown)
The Legislature held their last meeting in the Old House
Chamber in the Nebraska State Capitol. Four bills were approved out of five that were debated on the floor.
The first bill approved was Legislative Bill 2, which gave
$20,000 loans to low-income and first-generation farmers.
Some pointed out the proposal would also help alleviate the
impact of damages from the disastrous flooding and natural
disasters the state has faced. Next was LB0, the Defense of the
Unborn Act, which outlaws abortion in every circumstance
except when the mother’s life is at risk. It also provides
$100,000 to address sex education, contraception needs, and
therapy for new parents. Senator and Attorney General
Flopateer Habib addressed this and requested an amendment to
increase funding but was barred from introducing such an
amendment. It passed 34-11. LB8 legalized recreational marijuana with a 15% excise test on said marijuana, with all funds
going to education funding. It passed 34-11. The final passed
bill was LB9, which provided for funding a suicide hotline and
suicide prevention tactics for veterans with suicidal thoughts.
It passed with unanimous consent.
The only bill to be shot down was LB0, which would provide legal protections for members of the LGBTQ community.
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The First Amendment: Use or Abuse?
By: Norval Books (Bataan)
“The most stringent protection of free speech would not
protect a man in falsely shouting fire in a theatre and causing a
panic," Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., Associate Justice of the
Supreme Court of the United States from 1902 to 1932, once
said.
America was built on the belief of several basic human
rights, as stated in the Bill of Rights. The First Amendment
states, “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a
redress of grievances.” As clear cut as this may seem, people
still debate on how far this amendment goes.
What Holmes was trying to say in his quote was that the
First Amendment does not protect someone from using the
rights given to them to harm others. People should not use their
freedom of speech to intentionally cause panic over a false issue. They should not use the freedom of the press to falsely
harm the reputation of others. They should not use the ability to
peacefully protest to disrupt the functions of our city. They
should not use the right to petition the government to put the
government in a deadlock over issues they do not agree with.
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Journalism in Politics
By: Josh Gilbert (Alamo)

Strengths and Leadership Workshop Review
By: Sam McArtor (Bunker Hill)

On Friday, Lincoln Journal Star Columnist and Boys’
State Alumni, Chris Dunker came to speak to the citizens of
Boys’ State about the role of media in politics and his life as a
journalist in both Beatrice and Lincoln. Mr. Dunker also talked
about how to deal with negative views on his articles. He also
spoke about how you can properly use a quote in Nebraska
without breaking any laws.
Journalism plays a large part in most people’s political
positions. Keeping the bias out of media is a great point, but
the other stressed point was that most readers read with a bias.
One way that you can avoid finding a bias in your news is
finding news close to the source, in other words “local news”.
One more point that was discussed was the role of hard
copy papers in an age of an ever-increasing presence of digital
news. Mr. Dunker believes that the future of news in papers is
uncertain. Most papers are posting digitally now, and it is the
way that most people are finding and reading their news. The
session was very beneficial to all who attended and it showed
us how we get our news.

Leaders continue to inspire us daily. They influence our
decisions and actions. Sometimes, we even strive to a leader or
reflect leadership qualities in our everyday lives. Katie Sewel
held a Strengths and Leadership Workshop on Friday morning.
Sewel spoke over what makes a leader and five practices of
leadership.
Participants were split into towns and were asked to write
down words they thought described a leader. The answers
ranged all the way from passionate to ambitious. A leader, from
the Boys' State view, displays supportive, fearless, bold, relative, and innovative traits.
The five practices of leadership were presented by Sewel
slide by slide. Leaders should model the way. They should be
influential, articulate, and charismatic. One way you can become a leader is to inspire the vision. People who do this tend
to be relatable; they have a drive in them. To inspire means to
spark something inside someone that makes them want to
change.
Leaders challenge the process. This group is full of thinkers, they are strategic. They like to read and are curious. Leaders enable others to act. They contain relationship skills, they
can read a room, and are empathetic. Finally, leaders encourage
the heart. They are optimistic, like to talk, kind, and engaged.
All of these qualities that were listed above each have their
own meanings. They are used as principles to guide people and
inspire them to become leaders themselves. To be a leader one
should be strong and confident in their actions, but also to remember the people and their feelings.

Memorial Stadium Tour
By: Sam McArtor (Bunker Hill)
On Friday morning, the towns of Boys' State were given a
tour of Memorial Stadium and the indoor practice field. Staters
were amazed by the different sights they saw.
The tour started off by going through the indoor practice
field. By the indoor practice field, is an outdoor field for nicer
days. There is also football field with real grass for when Nebraska plays teams that have real football fields. Tourists were
shown the weight room, along with the different iconic uniforms that Nike makes for the Huskers.
Cordell Vrbka, of Manilla Bay, actually works for the stadium. He walks up and down aisles and sells pizza during
home games. Cordell stated that it was fun to see the stadium
fully empty and to tour it with his new friends. One thing that
stood out to him was that Memorial Stadium actually becomes
the third most populated place in Nebraska on Saturdays.
The staters were the most excited when they got to go out
on the field, and see the view that they had all been watching
from the seats and TV for years. We thank the University of
Nebraska for letting us tour their facilities and seeing such an
essential part of Nebraska culture.
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Cordell’s Fun Fact Corner
By: Cordell Vrbka (Manila Bay)
For the final fun fact of this year’s Cornhusker Boys’ State
Bulletin, all stops have been pulled for deciding the final fact.
This fact is more disgusting than it is fun; however, for all of us
at the Bulletin, this fact intrigued us enough to use it. A tenyear-old mattress will weigh twice what it did when it was
brand new. This is due to all of the debris that it collects over
this time frame. That debris includes dust mites, mold, millions
of dead skin cells, dandruff, animal and human hair, secretions,
excretions, lint, pollen, dust, soil, sand, and lots of perspiration.
With that, good night, sleep tight, and don’t let the bed bugs
bite.

Revitalizing and Strengthening Rural
Communities
By: Joshua Shaboldt (Belleau Wood)
Jason L. Weigte, Ph.D., gave a speech Friday on revitalizing and strengthening rural communities. He focused on three
main areas that are important to making a rural community
strong and able to grow. These three points were the people,
places, and community’s prosperity.
First off on the list is the people, and people are at the very
heart of almost everything. It is crucial to make sure the people
in a community are engaging in the community. People need to
be working for their needs, though almost everyone is somewhat blinded by “framing”. Framing is how the experiences in
someone’s life change the way they look at a problem. So, to
drive a community forward, those misconceptions need to be
filtered out to get to what matters.
Second is the places in a community. This is the different
locations a community can build that the people can use and
enjoy such as building entertainment locations like auditoriums, movie theaters, or parks that people can utilize. Though
building places like hospitals, restaurants, and schools that provide crucial services is probably the most important. This is to
create a full community that does not have to rely on others to
function properly.
The last point to focus on is prosperity. Many rural communities fail because they lack the services that other communities consider a very basic necessity such as broadband internet connection, the ability to set up a business, and the ability
to have a working postal system. Many small and secluded
areas lack this and may deter people looking to move. They
also may make some want to move out.
Keeping all three of these points needs to be considered
and brought to their fullest potential to keep a community running like a well-oiled machine. Every community needs these
three different points applied carefully, like in a balancing act,
to work best. To simplify all of the points into one, a community needs to look at not what the community wants but what
they need to function. Only then will a community truly thrive.

Evolution of Campaigning
By: Nicholas Dungan (Manila Bay)
When George Washington was first inaugurated, it was
some of the biggest news of the nation. Cannons shot off in
celebration and people flooded the streets. There were no political parties, campaigns, offices, social media, or phones. People
hundreds of miles away got the information days later as people on horseback arrived with the new information. Political
campaigns have evolved drastically over the span of politics
being in the nation. Some big noticeable changes to politics
over the span of the country is the change in technology that
politicians have utilized in politics. Some noticeable mentions
were Abraham Lincoln using the telegram to communicate to
troops in the South to communicate positions and supply routes
which had never happened ever before. Another noticeable
figure was President Nixon, who used wiretapping in phones to
listen in on private information which, as bad as it was, was
unfathomable many years prior. The last notable advance in
technology that has helped campaigning is presidents like Donald Trump and Barack Obama, who can communicate to masses with a few clicks of a button on an app, which is by far the
craziest jump in progress for a political leader of all-time.
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Individual Power
By: Jack Simpson (Belleau Wood)

Town Histories Continued
By: Dominic Smith (Belleau Wood)

There are many ways to get your voice heard in politics.
The first way is reaching out to your representatives. The U.S.
government provides a public database of contact info for your
elected officials. The second way is to call, not email, and
know your facts when you call your representatives. The third
way is to attend and plan town hall meetings. The fourth way is
to use digital tools for policy updates and action. The fifth is to
get involved with new engagement initiatives. The sixth way is
to hold confirmation hearings for a new bill in the House of
Representatives or the Senate. The seventh way is to go to face
-to-face meetings. The eighth and final thing is to only bug
your officials about things that they can control. You can also
call or talk face-to-face to your congressperson, not someone
else’s. Fight for your congressperson and for America.

Following up with yesterday’s article, I will cover Manila
Bay, Yorktown, Gettysburg and Valley Forge.
Manila Bay was fought during the Spanish-American War
in the Philippines. It was a naval battle that occurred in Manila
Bay. The fight resulted in an American victory. The only person on the American side who died, died of heat stroke. The
Spanish suffered about 77 deaths. The Battle of Yorktown was
the culmination of the Revolutionary War. The siege occurred
because a defense was made in Yorktown by 9,000 British and
a small force of Germans. The Americans and the French defeated General Cornwallis and occupied New Windsor, a loyalist town. This led to the Treaty of Paris that ended the war.The
Battle of Gettysburg proved General Robert E. Lee was not
invincible. It also lowered the morale of the Confederacy and
raised it for the Union. The battle also changed the purpose of
the war from preserving the Union to ending slavery in Abraham Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address. Valley Forge was not a
true battle. It was a military camp for George Washington’s
Continental Army northwest of Philadelphia. The perseverance
in the face of terrible conditions inspired its legend in the
minds of Americans.

How to Decide Upon a Candidate
By: Blake Callahan (Yorktown)
As the race for governor was narrowed down to two candidates on Thursday, six towns would be left with a choice to
make. It was expected that Belleau Wood and Gettysburg
would vote for their respective candidates, but the citizens from
the other six towns would need to make a choice between the
two candidates. While there was one candidate from each party, I would discourage voters from just voting across party
lines. Normally, I would advocate voting based on the policy of
each candidate, but as seen in the gubernatorial debate, both
candidates had very similar policies. However, policy is not all
that goes into a candidate. Personality and leadership skills are
also very important. And, in an election such as this, where
policy is insufficient to determine your vote, I would encourage
you to look at each candidate’s personality and leadership
skills to determine how you vote for the 2019 Governor of
Boys’ State.

The Talent Show
By: Blake Callahan (Yorktown)
The talent show Thursday night showcased the creativity
and ability of the members of Boys’ State. The night was
kicked off with a piano performance with a mid-song performance of the John Cena theme on two recorders played with
the nose. From there, there were several hybrid guitar and singing acts, a Patrick Star impressionist, and an acapella singer
who performed ‘Hallelujah’. Each act was deservedly followed
by an enthusiastic standing ovation.
The highlight of the night for many was the closing
act. The emcee of the talent show (besides Elvis), got on stage
and took the microphone to perform himself. He began slowly
beatboxing, building up speed and intensity over several
minutes before launching into the main part of his performance. The audience was consistently amazed at both the
speed and variation in the beats of his routine, and at the conclusion of his performance, after what seemed like forever, he
also earned a massive round of applause.

Resolving Conflict
By: Jonathan Dornan (Valley Forge)
Conflict resolution is a delicate procedure, as a compromise of actions is required to actually make both parties happy.
However, the difficulty of the original source of conflict can
make the resolution procedure much more difficult than a normal conflict. For example, a conflict between children fighting
over a toy is something that can be quickly solved by calm and
rational talking. On the other hand, if you have two adults
fighting over political matters, simply talking and trying to find
a middle ground for the two may not be an option. The best
thing that to do in that situation would be to try and reason with
them and eliminate the conversation by ending both points or
by finding some reasonable solution that will cause them to
think rationally and think about their decisions.
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This Week at Boys' State
By: Isaac Goff (Bataan)
This week at Boys' State has undoubtedly been a lifechanging experience. This was a week filled with opportunity,
learning, and friendship.
The week started slowly. People arrived on Sunday by
bus or car, went through the line to get their town shirts, went
to their town floors, got their name-tags and room cards, and
dropped off their luggage in their rooms. That night, we were
sent to Kimball Hall to attend the first session of the week.
After that, things kicked off. People formed their town’s
government and created ordinances to govern it by. The towns
also began participating in sports, singing or playing in choir
or band, or helping write the daily newsletter.
This week’s various sessions have been fun and informative. They acted as a fun way to help attendees learn and grow
as people and let them see other people’s views. Dr. Joanne
Owens's session in particular helped to motivate and encourage them.
The governmental elections throughout the week have also
been incredible experiences. They let people give their opinions and let them take part in a friendly environment. On Tuesday, these elections began for all positions apart from governor. The elections were available to all who wanted the positions.
Gubernatorial election primaries began on Thursday and
acted as one of the most anticipated parts of the week. The
caucuses for both the Federalist and Nationalist parties began
early in the morning, and let each candidate show what they
were for. The winners went on to campaign through Friday
morning and eventually ended with Evan Jolley being elected
as governor of 2019 Boys' State.
Overall, this week has been an amazing week full of experiences that will last attendees all a lifetime. We are all so
lucky to be here today, and we should all know that this week
was well worth it.
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Differences in Girls' State
By: Ethan Goldfish-Vinson (Alamo)
It comes to no surprise the obvious differences between
that of Girls' State and Boys' State. Such differences include
dress code, hot topics, and activity programs. Editor In Chief of
Girls' State, Abbie Russman, noted these differences. "These
differences exist because the two institutes function as separate
bodies. It justifies the placement of different ideas and rules,"
Russman said. Although this may be the case, it does not stop
the majority of Girls' Staters to voice their opinions. Many
Girls' Staters believe that their main concern would be that of
the activity programs. Sports are a great catalyst of energy for
whomever is involved. The majority of Girls' Staters want to
push for a sports program installation. "The rumored reason of
the absence of a sports selection is what we believe to be a lack
of donations and financial aid," Russman said. As to the strict
dress code enforced, Russman stated that "since the program
doesn't involve a sports program, it results in more business
professional atmosphere, causing the dress." With applicable
answers to each question, Russman was stumped with the issue
of hot topics. She is unaware why Girls' Staters are not allowed
to ask questions regarding pressing political issues America
faces as a whole.

Vaccination Debate Continues to Affect
Americans
By: Jacob Gathje (Valley Forge)
In 1971, the measles vaccine was introduced to the world.
Over the past 48 years, the disease has slowly been eradicated
throughout North America, until recently, when outbreaks
spiked across the United States. This was not because of a failure with the vaccine. This was because people chose not to receive the vaccine.
But why? The issue is complicated. People who are for
vaccinations point to science to back up their views, while those
against vaccinations, or anti-vaxxers, point to natural selection
and beliefs in autism caused by vaccines.
Nearly all vaccine supporters see science as the greatest
argument for vaccination. A top researcher they point to is the
Center for Disease Control and Prevention, which has an entire
page titled “Vaccines Do Not Cause Autism” on their website.
“The risks are far greater to your child not getting immunized
than any kind of speculative potential relationship between the
vaccine and the development of autism,” American pediatrician
Irwin Redlener said.
However, anti-vaxxers disagree with this statement. Actress
Jenna McCarthy compared the rise of autism with the rise of
vaccines, stating “autism's 60-fold rise in 30 years matches a
tripling of the U.S. vaccine schedule.” Another argument for
anti-vaxxers is that some believe in natural selection, which
means that, when vaccinations prevent people with weaker immune systems from death, they believe that it goes against the
ideal of “survival of the fittest.”
No matter what one believes, the debate over vaccination
continues today, and won't stop soon.
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Stater Spotlight: Jacob Mason
By: Carter Wenburg (Gettysburg)

Why Take The Stairs?
By: Cordell Vrbka (Manila Bay)

Throughout the week, Boys’ Staters from various towns
and political parties have been interviewed and featured. The
subject of the final Stater Spotlight of 2019 is none other than
the 2019 Governor of Boys’ State, Jacob Mason. Mason, a
2019 graduate of Norris High School, plans to attend Nebraska
Wesleyan University this fall, where he will double major in
history and political Science. He plans to attend law school or
graduate school after he finishes his degree at NWU.
Though attending in a very different circumstance than last
year, Mason enjoyed Boys’ State 2019 just as much. He enjoyed meeting new staters as well as seeing friends from last
year. He particularly enjoyed asking staters and counselors
alike about their plans for their futures. This year was a very
new experience for him, as he was unable to be involved in the
roles he was heavily involved in last year. To make up for this,
he made himself available to all staters in need of advice or
guidance, or to all counselors in need of a temporary supervisor. He worked to make the most of his time here in order to
have a fulfilling week.
Obviously, Mason was able to find success in a big way at
Boys’ State last year. However, it may be surprising to current
staters that he did not have as much success across the board.
After being elected to the state legislature, he campaigned to be
the speaker of the legislature. He was unsuccessful in his campaign, however, and lost the election. Obviously, he did not let
this roadblock define his week at Boys’ State and continued to
work hard to take office. This perseverance aligned well with
Mason’s personal philosophy: “Make the most of the opportunities that are presented to you. Always try your hardest.”
After Boys’ State, Mason plans to play Uncle Fester in the
all-state musical The Addams Family. Next year, he hopes to
be able to come back to Boys’ State to serve as a counselor.
Though this potential opportunity would be his third distinctly
different Boys’ State experience, there is no doubt that he
would fully use his role as a mentor to provide a great experience to boys across Nebraska.

After a long, busy day of activities at Boys’ State, the last
thing most people want to do is take the stairs, especially when
their towns are located higher than floor six. However, citizens
of Manila Bay, located on floor eight, have taken the stairs
without fail every day with only mild complaint. They have
turned to patriotic themes to make the climb and descent easier. As soon as they enter the stairwell, the citizens begin singing a majestic rendition of the National Anthem. Their infectious patriotism spreads throughout the stairwell, and soon other towns join in. Waiting in the stairwell, those participating
begin chanting “USA! USA! USA!” when their song ends. As
the week has progressed, more and more towns have taken up
this unique tradition and have joined in on making the Harper
Hall stairwell the most patriotic it can be. As an added benefit,
taking the stairs is also a great workout. Many of the citizens
participating in the singing have even found that combining
singing and climbing multiple flights of stairs to be an excellent form of cardio. So, be an American and take the stairs.

Dealing With the Aftermath of the Floods
By: Damien Ortega-Hawes (Valley Forge)
Many places in Nebraska were affected by the floods in
March. All around Nebraska, citizens are helping out those
who were affected by the floods. The Salvation Army is working with volunteers to help out the flood victims in northeast
Nebraska and western Iowa. HyVee is raising donations for the
victims and will match them to up to $50,000. Nebraska Humane Society in the Omaha area created an Amazon wish list
for what the victims need, which people can donate to. The
Grand Island Community Foundation donations will go to nonprofit programs that will meet people’s needs. The Nebraska
Legislature and Governor Pete Rickets passed LB 512, a bill
that will allow people who were affected by the flood pay
property tax off of this year’s condition instead of how it was
last year, as well as set up temporary bridges. Avery Martin
from Valley Forge saw effects of the floods. “My town wasn’t
affected too much. The rural places were affected, though.
Some of them were displaced. I think we need more to be
done. The farmers whose land was ruined need more government support," Martin said.
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The Manila Bay Times: The Final One
By: Nicholas Dungan (Manila Bay)

Yorktown Town Report
By: Malcolm Durfee (Yorktown)

After a long week of great times, it it time for a final edition of the Manila Bay Times. As the week is winding down,
the boys are enjoying every second with this new brotherhood.
They reflect on their numerous triumphs, and attempt to learn
from the sparse mistakes and shortcomings of the most amazing floor at Cornhusker Boys' State of 2019. There is celebration in the air as the boys realize that they made it, and, not
only that, but they have successfully upheld the expected excellence put on them as they were assigned to the eighth floor of
Manila Bay. The many voices ring as it is ingrained in everybody’s mind, the amazing chant signifying the masses that the
Manila Bay men are marching closer. “Manila Bay! All Day!
Manila Bay! All Day! Manila Bay! All Day!"

Yorktown did some stuff. They had several staters go to
the Capitol, accompanying the Boys’ State Legislature and
Judiciary. Seven attended the Leadership discussion at Hawks.
Drake Vorderstrasse fought hard to pass LB2 in the legislature’s last session, which provided for low income farming
loans up to $20,000.

The Last Day in Alamo
By: Josh Gilbert (Alamo)
Friday was the last full day for the town of Alamo. Most
residents could not believe just how fast the week went by. The
town had an incredible sense of camaraderie and most have
made lifelong friends. One exciting development the town had
seen was the creation of the official Alamo town flag. It symbolized the sense of pride in the town that all the residents of
the town exhibited.

Valley Forge Dispatch
By: Damien Ortega-Hawes (Valley Forge)
Some of Valley Forge went to the Capitol for a tour and
reenactment of a court case. All the while, the rest of them
went to Memorial Stadium for a tour. Afterward, they had the
campaign rally for Evan Jolley from Belleau wood and Carter
Wenburg from Gettysburg. After the election they found out
that Evan Jolley had won.

How the Opinion of Boys’ State Changed This
Week
By: Blake Callahan (Yorktown)
Like many who signed up for Boys’ State, I had no idea
what I was in for when I signed up. We expected it to be a fairly standard government camp, one that would be more of a
chore than an experience. However, we had been told that
Boys’ State was an excellent addition to a resume, and we felt
that it was worth it to spend a week of our summer away from
home in order to expand our resume a bit.
Many of us were wrong. After arriving at Boys’ State and
meeting up with the other members of our towns, bonding began almost immediately. As we met our roommates, town
members, and other staters, we began to make friends along the
way, a pattern that only continued throughout the week. Many

Belleau Wood Town Report
By: Jack Simpson (Belleau Wood)
Last night, the town of Belleau Wood sat down and talked
over the last few days since it was their last leadership talk.
One question that the counselors asked us are what were you
expecting when you walked through the doors of Boys’ State?
Most of the town said that once they signed up, they were having second thoughts, but when they got here they had completely changed their minds. Today there was a rally for Evan Jolley
in the courtyard which consisted of a dance and fun games for
our new Boys’ State governor.

Bataan Town Report Day Six
By: Jim Chapman (Bataan)
On Thursday night, Bataan had an especially strong showing in the talent show, with Chris Preister solving a Rubik’s
cube in under thirty seconds. Much to the disappointment of
many Boys’ Staters, Bataan celebrity Chungus was barred from
shotgunning a Mountain Dew on stage.
In addition, on Friday morning several Bataan residents
excelled in the judicial proceedings at the State Capitol Attorney. Isaac Cary argued persuasively before the Supreme Court,
on which sat another Bataan resident, Ryan Marlatt.

Bunker Hill Town Report
By: Landon Husband (Bunker Hill)
In the town of Bunker Hill there has been an abundance of
excitement. That has been the case for two reasons. One, four
talented members the town competed in the talent show. Preston Sueper showed off his contortionist act, Carl Olson displayed his magnificent memory by reciting 250 digits of pi,
Cameron James sang Hallelujah, and Secretary of State Kalon
Cooper also sang a song. They were also excited because their
second-favorite governor candidate was elected, Evan Jolley.
in their towns describe their groups as ‘brotherhoods’ and
‘families’, despite only knowing each other for a few days. It is
this rapid connection between people that makes Boys’ State so
remarkable and sets it apart from other government camps.
The consensus among many is that they do not want the
week to end.
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